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ABSTRACT
Th&paper describes one part of a collaborative research
project, inclading both measurementand simulation studies,
aimedat determiningthe sutface temperatureof a set of insulated glaz#~gunits (1GUs).In this study computersimulatimz
was used to determine the vertical surface temperatureprofiles of seven air:filled glazing units. Glazingsystem design
options included variations in edge-seal type, pane spacing,
low-e coating, and numberof glazings. Twoapproacheswere
taken: one, a simulation of the complete problem doma#z
using a fidly detailed two-dimensionalnumerical sinudation
program(BRAVO);the second, a simplified approach using
the VISION4programfor one-dimensional center-glass anal),sis and the FRAME
4.0 programfor analysis Qf the remaining sections. This study serves as an important step in the
developmentof alternative methodsfor evaluating condensation resistance. The present stud), significantly extends the
database of two-dimensional simulation results. Details
regardingthe other parts of this project can also be found in
the literature.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes one part of a collaborative research
study aimedat determiningthe surface temperatureof a set of
insulated glazing units (IGUs). Both measurementand simulation are includedin this effort. Duplicatesets of glazing units
were provided to the measurementlaboratories and their
construction details were given to the simulationlaboratories.
Thermocouple-based techniques have been developed for
measuring the condensation resistance of windows(Elmahdy
1990).This study serves as an importantstep in the development
of alternative methodsfor evaluating condensationresistance.
All participants in the study wereaskedto performtheir portion
of the research without knowledgeof the results of the other
investigators, Le., a "blind study." A morecompletedescription

of this collaborationamong
four laboratories is givenby Sullivan
et al. (1996).
This paper focuses on determiningby simulation a priori
(i.e., beforc any correspondingcomputationalor experimental
data are available)the vertical surfacetemperatureprofiles of the
sevenair-filled glazing units identified in Table1. Thenumbering schemeshownin Table 1 will be used throughoutthe paper
to identify the glazing units. Thedesignoptions incorporatedin
these glazingunits wereselectedto covera range(i.e., edge-seal
type, pane spacing, low-e coating, numberof glazings) that
wouldtest both the measurementand simulation techniques.
These same design options are of interest because each one
affects the indoorsurface temperatureprofile.
TABLE1 Description of Air-Filled Glazing Units

IGU#

Individual
Glass
Pane
Description Spacing(s),

Spacer(s)

1

Clear
double-glazed

2

Clear
double-glazed

3

Clear
double-glazed

4

Clear
double-glazed

5

Low-e
double-glazed

12,7 mm
(0,50ino)
12,7 mm
(0,50in.)
64 mm
(0.25in.)
19.1 mm
(0.75in.)
12°7 mm
(0.50in.)

6

Clear
triple-glazed

12.7 mm
(0.50in.)

Foam

7

Clear
triple-glazed

6,4 mm
(0,25in.)

Foam

Foam
Aluminum
(singleseal)
Foam
Foam
Foam
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The prima~yobjective of this paper is to report vertical,
centerline surface temperatureprofiles generatedusing the twodimensional convection/conduction/radiation computational
code BRAVO
(de Abreu 1995). A second set of simulation
results was produced using VISIONand FRAME.These
computer programsare widely used for’ center-glass (onedimensional) and frame and edge-glass (two-dimensional)
simulation, respectively. The mostrecently released versions,
VISION4and FRAME
4.0, include simple extensions that
account for fill-gas convection (Wright and Sullivan 1995;
McGowan
1995a, 1995b). This simplified convection model
’ allows for the evaluation of condensationresistance without
undertakinga detailed simulationof a full window,
The goal of determining surface temperature profiles is
morechallenging than the traditional exercise of comparingUfactors because local, rather than averaged, results must be
found. Therefore, this research project se~westhe additional
purposeof highlightingthe capabilities and limitationsof current
windowsimulation techniques. Conclusionsthat do not require
comparisonwith collaborative laboratory data are presented.
Conclusionsbased on a comparisonwith data from collaborating laboratories are givenby Sullivanet al. (1996).
GLAZING UNIT DETAILS AND
MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
The double-glazed units identified in Table 1 involving
the foam spacer are modeled as shown in Figure la. The
triple-glazed units are modeledsimilarly. The pane spacing, d, shownin Figure 1 is given in Table 1.
Details regarding the metal spacer modeledare shown
in Figure lb. The metal is aluminum.A 50-gin air gap is
used to simulate the solid-solid thermal contact resistance
that exists between the glazing and the aluminumspacer
(Fraser et al. 1993). The spacer modelis a simplification
the true spacer’ geometrywith the thickness of the aluminumpreserved, as Fraser et al. (1993) showthat it is the
metal thickness and not the spacer’s shape that dominates
edge-seal thermal performance.
IGU5 has a low-e coating (emissivity - 0.2) on the
indoor-facing surface of the outdoor glazing (surface 2)~
The emissivity of the glass is taken as 0.84.
It is worth noting that the test samples are IGUs
mountedin a maskwall without a sash or’ frame. The advantage of this simple arrangement is the removal of complicating factors. The disadvantage,however,is that the reader
must keep in mind, for instance, that sensitivities to edgeseal structure maybe magnified~In particular, the edgeseals of the glazing units studied account for’ a greater
percentage of the heat loss than they wouldif a sash were
presenL
The tape shown in Figure la was necessary in the
experiment to fasten the glazing in place and to prevent
infiltration. The tape, however,was not modeledbecause it
was felt that its presence wouldnot alter the heat transfer
appreciably.
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SIMULATION CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions used for computer simulation
are listed in Table 2. The heat transfer coefficients include
both longwaveradiation and convective effects. No solar
radiation is present. These boundary conditions approximate the ASHRAE
winter design condition, with a 15-mph
(6.7-m/s) wind on the cold side and natural convection
the warmside, but were chosen with the expectation that
they would also approximate the conditions found in the
measurement laboratories. This paper includes a brief
sensitivity study to variations in the magnitudesof these
coefficients~ This information is important when comparing computational and experimental results.
Also note that ho and hi were modeledas constant (i.e.,
independentof position along the exposedglazing surface).
This maynot be representative of local film coefficient variations, particularly on the indoor side, wherepeculiarities
in the boundary-layer flow near’ the head and sill are
expected. In this study the test units were mountedflush on
the warmside to minimizethis effect.
SIMULATION CODES
BRAVOmTwo-Dimensional Glazing/
Frame/Wall Thermal Performance Code
BRAVO,
a nonorthogonal grid, control-volume-based
computational code developed specifically for the twodimensional modeling of windowassemblies, is utilized in
this paper (de Abreu1995). One strength of the code is its
ability tO modelan entire windowassembly (center-glass,
edge-glass, frame, wall) simultaneously. This is in contrast
to the current industry practice of modelingthe center-glass
region separately from the edge-glass/frame/wall region
(EEL 1995; UW1995; LBL1994) as practiced by the Canadian Standards Association’s (CSA) windowenergy rating
(ER) procedure (CSA1993) and the National Fenestration
Rating Council’s (NFRC1991) procedure.
BRAVO
was selected for’ this work for several reasons.
It incorporates muchof the appropriate physics, it yields
detailed surface temperature profiles, and it provides flexible boundary condition capabilities.
For example, no
assumption concerning the location of edge-glass demarcation is needed; a detailed vertical temperature profile
along the entire windowis available for’ comparison with
thermographic measurements; and specification
of an
indoor windowsurface temperature or heat transfer coefficient can be replaced with roomair convection.
The ability of BRAVO
to accurately determine local
windowtemperatures makes it possible to better address
local windowperformance problems such as condensation
(Wright and Sullivan 1995; McGowan1995a, 1995b).
Although not central to this paper, an accurate code may
also be used to supplementexperimental data in validating
simpler, more user-fi’iendly codes (EEL 1995; UW1995),
ASHRAETransactions:Symposia
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Figure 1 Glazing unit and mask wall geometty.
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TABLE2 Glazing Unit Boundary Conditions

progresses through conduction, transition, and boundarylayer
regimes (all laminar), eventually giving wayto unsteady flow
Indoor Heat
OutdoorHeat
and turbulence. It has been observedthat a secondaryflow of
Transfer
Outdoor
Transfer
regularly spaced cat’s eye cells can exist in the core of the
Indoor Temp. Coefficient
Temp.
Coefficient
primary laminar flow if Ra exceeds about 6,000 (Bergholtz
T
h
hi
To
i
o
1978). Thesesecondaryflows maybe stable or’ unstable (Lauriat
21.1°C
8.3 W/m2.°C -17~8°C
30 W/m2.°C
and Desrayaud1985; Pignatel and Marcillat 1986; Chikhaouiet
al. 1988).
1.46
5.29
70°F
Btu/h.ftLOF
Theimportanceof secondarycells with respect to codevali0°F
Btu/hoftL°F
dation is critical as they can lead to complexwindowsurface
BRAVOCapabilities
temperatureprofiles. In effect, if a codecan correctly capture
There are sevenfeatures that together’ distinguish BRAVO these morecomplextemperatureprofiles then confidencein that
code’s ability to modelwindows
is increasedsubstantially. The
fi’om other computationalfluid dynamics(CFD)codes. Theyare
validity
of
incorporating
secondary
cells has already been
as follows:
confirmed by comparison with measured heat transfer rates
1. It can modelthermal radiation, convection, and conductive (Wright and Sullivan 1994).
For numerical reasons, cells do not always appear’ when
heat transfer in multiple cavities simultaneously.Thegovmodeling
a flow that supports secondaryflows. Consequently,it
erning equations conserving mass, momentum,
and energy
is necessary to perturb cavity flows at an intermediate stage
are all solved. It doesnot require, for instance, an effective
before allowing the programto convergeto a solution. If the
conductivityor convectiveheat transfer correlations.
perturbationsdie out in the courseof convergence,
then the flow
2. It can modelin a simple fashion the impactof solar radia.does
not
support
secondary
cells,
All
glazing
cavities
expectedto
tion~
support
secondary
cells
were
so
perturbed.
3. Boundaryconditions and system boundaries can readily be
changed.This includes the ability to input spatially varying
boundaryconditions.
4. It can modelsecondary flow (cat’s eye cells) (Wright
Sullivan 1989; Lee and Korpela 1983), expected for many
combinations of IGUdesign and indoor-outdoor temperature combinations.
5. It can modelthe specular’ reflection of solar’ radiation
within rectangular cavities. This feature is neededto model
the real-life situation of incident solar radiation striking a
windowfrom an off-normal direction.
6~ It can modelnonorthogonalstructures. This feature is usefu[ for’ modelingframesor for modelingdeflected glazings.
7. It can be run on a personal computerwith 16 Mbof memory. Runtimesin this work, using a 66-MHzprocessor’,
rangedfi’om five minutesfor" IGU1 to about 90 minutesfor
IGU2.
An additional feature of BRAVO
that will prove useful in
future workincludes its ability to modelwindowswith internal obstructionssuch as grilles and muntinbars.
Amajorlimitation of BRAVO
is that it is a researchtool and
not readily adapted for’ widespread commercialuse by the
window
industry. It lacks a user-fi’iendlyinterface.
SecondaryCells
A fewcomments
about secondarycells are in order, as their"
influence will be seen in the simulationresults for IGU4, the
double-glazingunit with 19.l-ram (0.75-in.) panespacing.
Fourflowregimescan be identified for tall, vertical glazing
cavities as a function of Rayleighnumber,Ra(Wrightand Sullivan 1989; Eckert and Carlson 1961). As Ra increases (i.e.,
increased temperature difference or pane spacing), the flow
500

State-of-the-Art

WindowSimulation Codes

’Two available programs, VISION4(UW1995) and
FRAME
4.0 (EEL 1995), when used together can model the
nonsymmetricaltemperature profiles found to differentiate a
windowassembly’s sill from head regions. VISION4
calculates
a window’s center-glass performance, while FRAME
4.0
fbcuses on the thermal performanceof a window’sedge-glass
and frame regions. Togetherthese programscan yield an estimate of the overall thermal performance of a given window
assembly (CSA1993). All VISION4/FRAME
4.0 simulations
reportedin this paperincorporatethe convectionoption, i.e., the
convectiveflowfield withinthe glazingcavity is calculatedfirst
by VISIONand then passed to FRAME
fbr subsequent use
(Wright and Sullivan 1995).
Simulations using VISION4/FRAME
4.0 require two steps
(EEL1995). First, VISION4
is used to complete a one-dimensional center-glass analysis yielding glazing temperaturesand
rates of heat transfer. This one-dimensional
calculationis based
largely on fundamentalprinciples but mustrely on correlations
to estimate rates of convectiveheat transfer. Second,FRAME
4.0
is used to completea numericaltwo-dimensionaledge-glass and
frame analysis using information taken from the VISION4
results to assign an "effective conductivity"to the fill gas. ’Ihe
use of an effective conductivity enables the two-dimensional
solution to be generatedwithoutaccountingfor fill gas convection, but the solution generatedin this fashion carries no informationabout the local effects of fill gas motion.TheVISION4/
FRAME
4.0 software can be mnin a second modethat accounts
for fill gas motionin a simplified manner.In this case, VISION4
runs a two-dimensionalcalculation to determinethe fill gas
velocityfield in eachglazingcavity by modeling
the vertical side
ASHRAE
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walls as isothermal. The temperatures of these side walls are
knownfrom the previous one-dimensional calculation. The
velocity of the fill gas in the edge-glassregion and the temperature of the fill gas enteringthe edge-glassregion are then stored
for use by FRAME
4.0. FRAME
4.0, mnin its convection mode,
can then generatean edge-glassand framesolution that accounts
for the effect of fill gas motion.The secondmodeof VISION4/
FRAME
4.0 operation (i.e., convection mode) was developed
with the intention of makingcondensationresistance evaluation
available with the same level of expediency that the more
conventional VISION4/FRAME
4.0 runs provide.
The VISION4/FRAME
4.0 results presented in this paper
include the VISION4
center-glass surface temperatures taken
from the one-dimensionalcalculation plus headand sill surface
temperatureprofiles generated using FRAME
4.0 in its convection mode.Note that FRAME
4.0, run in its convection mode,
will not allow the user to specify an edgeglass region different
from63.5 mm(2.6 in.). Plots presentedlater will showa discontinuity at this location.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Thegraphicalpresentationof the simulationresults is similar for all of the glazingunits. Thevertical axis representsvertical
distance with zero correspondingto the bottomedgeof the glazing unit and the top edgeat 508mm(i.e., 20-in. glazing dimension). The vertical axis runs from -100 mmto +600mmso that
100 mmof the foam maskwall is shownboth below and above
the glazing unit. The horizontal axis records the temperature
profile in degrees Celsius on the warmside (roomside) of the
glazing unit. This temperatureprofile represents any vertical
profile alongthe glazingunit as longas the "side effects" of the
spacer and sealant, etc., are not influencingthe temperature.The
glazing units tested and simulated were 356 mmby 508 mm(14
by 20 in.), and previous IR thermographicdata (Sargent 1994)
have indicated that a majorportion of the glazing unit can be
expected to be free of side effects (e.g., corner effects were
confined to a relatively small region in the vicinity of the
comers). In the comparisonwith experimentaldata, these simulated temperatureprofiles will be comparedwith the vertical
temperatureprofiles measuredalongthe centerline of the glazing
units.

to

¥(warm)

Figure 2

Warm-sidetemperature profile for all seven
glazing units (BRAVO
only).

sametemperaturescale to facilitate bothqualitative and quantitative comparison.

In Figure2 it is relatively easy to sort out the different
temperatureprofiles onthe basis of their center-glassheat transfer characteristics. For example,in the midpartof the graph,
awayfrom the top and bottomedge effects, the lowest performing unit is the double-glazed6.35-mm
(0.25-in.) unit (IGU
and the best performingunits are the clear triple unit with the
largest spacings(IGU6---two12.7-mrn[0.5-in.] air cavities) and
the 12.7-mm(0.5-in.) low-e unit (IGU5). Theremainingunits
occupypositions consistent with intuition. Acomparisonof the
simulatedcenter-glass temperaturesfrom this study with those
predicted by VISION4
(UW1995) is shownin Table 3. There
good
agreement
for
all
sevenIGUs,with the greatest discrepancy
Reference Glazing Unit
for IGU4,in whichthe wavinesscausedby secondarycells in the
Glazing unit 1, a clear double-glazedunit with a 12.5-mm fill-gas flowmakescomparison
difficult. In the other six units,
(0.5-in.) air cavity and a foamedge-seal, can be considered
the BRAVO
midpoint temperatures agree with the correspondreference unit. Theremainingsix glazing units contain a number ing VISION4
indoor glass temperaturesto within several tenths
of variations fTomthis referenceconfigurationand the presentaof one degree Celsius. Althoughthe relative ordering of the
tion of the simulationresults will typically contrast the effects of
profiles fits intuition, there are a numberof other features that
these physicalvariations on the temperatureprofile of the glazwouldnot have been obvious before performingthe two-dimening unit in questionrelative to the referenceglazingunit.
sional simulations. Thesemoredetailed observations are best
shownwith other figures.
Composite Results
Figure3 is a comparison
of the temperatureprofiles for two
Figure 2 is a composite plot showingthe temperature
glazingunits identical in all respects exceptfor the spacer. IGU
profiles for all sevenglazingunits° Mostfiguresare plottedto the
1 has a 12.7-mm(0o5-in.) foamspacer and IGU2 has a t2.7-mm
ASHRAETransactions:
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TABLE3 Thermal PerformanceCharacteristics of the Glazing Units
IGU

U-Factor
W/m2.°C
(Btu/h.ftz.°F)

R-Value

Center-GlassTemperature

m2.°C/W
(h.ft2.°F/Btu)

oC
(°F)

VISION4

VISION4

BRAVO

VISION4

Difference

1

2.87(0.51)

0.35 (1.98)

8.03(46.5)

7.66 (4508)

0.37(0~7)

2

2.87(0.51)

0.35 (1~98)

7°84(46,l)

7.66 (45.8)

0.18(0.3)

3

3.28(0.58)

0.30 (1.73)

5.79(42.4)

5.72 (4Z3)

0.07 (O1)

4

2.91(0.51)

0.34 (1.95)

8.55 (4%4)

7.48 (455)

1.07(1.9)

5

2.05 (0.36)

0.49 (2.76)

11.88(53.4)

0~41(0.8)

6
7

1.84 (0.32)

0.54 (3.08)

12~65(54,8)

11.47(5Z6)
1Z48(54.5)

2.23(0.39)

0~45(Z54)

10.72(51.3)

10~66(51.2)

0.06 (0.1)

0.17 (0~3)

g

T(warm)

s

to

T(warm)

Figure 3 Effect of spacer material, foamvs. metal, IGUs
1 and 2 (BRAVO-closed symbols, VISION4~
FRAME
4.O-open symbols).

Figure 4 Enlarged plot of tenrperature profiles near
bottom edge (BRAVOonly).

(0.5-in.) aluminumspacer bar. Both units have also been
modeledwith appropriate amountsof sealant material. The
modelused for’ the aluminum
spacer’ bar configurationincorporates a narrowair gap (50 microns)to simulatethe effects of the
contact resistance that occurs at the glass-metal interface. For
details aboutedge-sealmodeling,the reader’ is referred to Fraser
et al. (1993)and Wrightet al. (1994)in whicha detailed comparison of spacer simulation models and experimental measurements was carried out. The VISION4/FRAME
4.0 simulation
results are in good agreementwith the results from the two-

dimensionalsimulation BRAVO.
At the sill section, the temperatures differ’ by approximately
1 °C for bothIGUs1 and 2. At the
headsection, the twosimulationresults are virtually identical.
Acrossthe center-glass region, the constant value fromthe onedimensionalVISION4
simulation is an excellent representation
of the averagetemperatureacross this portion of the glazing.
Asexpected, the unit with the aluminumspacer’ bar shows
significantly lower’ temperatures than the unit with the foam
spacer’at boththe headand silt regions.Acrossthe center of’ the
glazing unit, the temperatureprofiles are essentially identical.
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Figure 5 Effect ofpane spacing IG Us 1, 3, and 4 (BRAVO
only).
Theregion of departurefromthe temperatureprofile of reference
unit IGU1 is on the order of 50 mm(2 in.) at the top and 75
(3 in.) near the bottom.Since mostattention is usually focused
onthe sill portionnear the lowersightline, an enlargedplot of this
region for all seven glazing units is shownin Figure 4. Once
again, the qualitative features illustrated in this figure can
be easily explained. The coldest temperature is for the
metal spacer, with the next coldest being the narrow-gap
(6.75-mm[0.25-in.]) foam spacer. The two units with 12.7mm(0.5-in.) foam show an incremental improvement,
does the unit with the 19.1 -mm(0.75-in.) foamspacer. Both
triple-glazed units showthe increased benefits of the longer
path lengths through the foam spacer constituting the thermal bridge as well as the incremental resistance provided
by the additional pane of glass. Becauseall of these units
are glazing units only, without a sash or frame, the reader
is cautioned not to generalize these results to complete
windows.
Effect of Pane Spacing
Figure 5 shows the temperature profiles for IGU
samples1, 3, and 4. Thesethree glazing units are identical
except for the thickness of the air cavity (and the corresponding foam spacer). The three spacings represented are
6.75, 12.7, and 19.1 mm(0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 in.). This
figure contains some results that might not have been
expected. The temperature profile for IGU3 is significantly
ASHRAE
Transactions:Symposia

T(warm)
Figure 6 Wide pane spacing with secondary fill gas
flow, IGU 4 (BRAVO-closed symbols,
VISION4/FRAME
4. O-open symbols)°
"flatter" across the center-glass region° Although the
midpoint temperatures for both units 1 and 4 are similar (an
expected result since we knowthat beyonda spacing of 12.7
mm[0.5 in.] there is little additional benefit to going to
larger spacings), these two temperature profiles have
different characteristic
shapes. The slope changes
progressively from the 6.75-mm(0.25-in.) to the 12.5-mm
(0.50-in.) and finally to the 19.1-mm(0.75-in~) unit
consequenceof the changing convective flow in the cavity.
The mechanism of convective heat transfer shifts from
conduction to boundarylayer transport as the aspect ratio
of the glazing cavity increases. The temperature profile
for IGU4 also exhibits characteristics of the secondary
flow ("cat’s eye cells") that is present (Wright and Sullivan 1989, 1994).
The temperature profile for IGU4 is replotted in
Figure 6, where the VISION4/FRAME
4.0 simulation
results are compared.It can be seen that the effect of fill
gas motion at the extremities of the IGUis picked up by
the simplified VISION4/FRAME
4.0 analysis, but the
one-dimensional VISION4calculation does not provide
detail through the center-glass region. However,it should
be noted that the test units are relatively short (in this case,
cavity aspect ratio = 508/19.1 = 17). Units with high
aspect ratios display a flatter center-glass temperature
profile that can be represented more readily with a onedimensional calculation.
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o
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Figure 7 Effect of low-e coating, IGUs 1 and 5
(BRAVO-closed symbols, VISION4/FRAME
4.0-open symbols).
Effect of Low-e Coating
Figure 7 shows the temperature profiles for IGU
samples 1 and 5, two glazing units identical in all respects
except for the presence of a low-e coating (modeled with
an emissivity of 0.20) on surface 2 (the cavity side of the
outdoor or’ cold-side pane). The main observation is that
the presence of the low-e coating reduces the overall heat
transfer through the glazing unit, resulting in significantly
warmer’temperatures on the warmside except at the edges
of the glazing, wherethe glazing units have identical 12.7mm(0.5-in.) foam spacers. Clearly, the effect of higher
center-glass thermal resistance does not extend to the
edge-of-glass regiom Improved spacer’ designs must
accompanythe enhanced center-glass features.
The effect of the thermal bridge and the superimposed
convective effect persists for a significant distance away
from the lower edge, up to as muchas 150 mm(6 in.), and
at the top, the "edge effect" appears to he present for a
dimension on the order of 100 mm(4 in.).

Figure 8

¥(warm)

Comparisonof triple-glazed units, IGUs 6
and 7 (BRAVOonly).

aspect ratios. The unit with the high aspect ratio (i.e.,
narrower pane spacing) has a flatter curve. The same
observation was made regarding the various double-glazed
units. Anotherobservation fromFigure 8 is, as expected, that
IGU6 has a higher edge-glass temperature than IGU7 because
of the longer thermalpath throughthe thicker spacers.
A variety of interesting observations can be madein
comparingthe bottom edge temperatures of the triple-glazed
units vs. IGU5--the double-glazed low-e unit with 12.7-ram
(l/z-in.) pane spacing The center-glass temperatures of these
three units are similar; but the bottom-edgetemperaturesof the
triple-glazed units are higher becauseof the additional conduction path length and also becausethe intermediatepanedeflects
the convectivefill-gas flow.
Figure 9 showsresults for IGU6 replotted along with the
corresponding VISION4~RAME
4~0 results, showingthat the
simplified code provides the samelevel of agreement demonstrated in the analysis of double-glazed
units.
Bottom Edge Surface Temperature Prediction

Triple-Glazed Units
Figure 8 shows the temperature profiles for the two
triple-glazed units (IGU 6 with two 12.7-mm[0.5-in.]
cavities, and IGU7 with two 6.75-mm[0.25-in.] cavities).
In Figure 8 it can be seen that the profile shapes through
the center-glass differ because of the difference in cavity
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Examinationof Figures 3, 6, 7, and 9 reveals that the
temperature profiles and minimumsurface temperatures
predicted by the simplified VISION4/FRAME
4.0 analysis are
in good agreement with BRAVO
results. The minimumtemperature predictions differ at mostby aboutI°C (33.8°F), but it can
also be noted that the minimum
temperature generated by the
ASHRAETransactions:
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Figure 9

Triple glazing with 12.7-ram (.5-in.) pane
spacing, IGU 6 (BRAVO-closed symbols,
VISION4/FRAME
4~ O-open symbols).

simplified analysis is consistently lowerthan the BRAVO
result.
It is felt that this is a consequence
of the approximate
nature of
the fill-gas velocity field supplied by VISION4.
This velocity
field is determinedfor the situation wherethe center-glass
temperaturesof the boundingwalls extend fully to the top and
bottomof the glazing cavity. In reality, the bottomextremityof
the indoor glazingwill be colder. Thus,the boundarylayer forming in the fill gas next to this section of glass underthe approximate isothermalwall condition will developmorequickly, will
be thinner, and will entail higher temperaturegradients. Consequently, the approximateflow field can be expectedto provide
additional coolingto the bottomedge of the indoor glazing and
consistently give conservative estimates of minimumindoor
surface temperature.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
At the outset of this investigation,it wasclear that although
several testing laboratorieswouldattemptto test identical sets of
glazingunits at the sametest conditions,physicaldifferencesin
the laboratories wouldinvariably lead to different boundary
conditions. For example,one laboratory uses a perpendicular
winddirection whereasthe other laboratory uses a parallel wind
direction withthe flowfrombottomto top. In addition, there are
other differences associated with the presence or absence of
constant-temperatureradiation baffles. Thesedifferences are
expectedto influence the cold-side and warm-sidefilm coefficients, designatedho andhi, respectively.Notethat these are total
ASHRAE
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heat transfer coefficients combiningboth the convective and
radiative components.The nominal test conditions were to
reproduceforced convectionof 6.7 m/s (15 mph)on the cold side
and natural convectionon the warmside~ Typically this would
result in coefficients of ho up to 34 W/m2.°C
(6.0 Btu~a.ftL°F)
and hi of 8.3 W/m2.°C
(1.46 Btu/h.ft2.°F). To have"simulation
conditions" match"test conditions," discussion with one of the
researchers fixed these coefficients at 30 and 8.3 W/m2.°C,
respectively. Theresults shownin all figures correspondto these
fixed film coefficients.
Figures10 and 11 are indicationsof the effect on the indoor
surface temperatureprofile for the reference glazing (IGU1)
changesin hi in increments(6, 7, 8, and 9 W/mL°C)
for a fixed
ho of 30 W/m2.°C
and changesin ho in increments(10, 20, 30,
and 40 W/m2.°C)~br a fixed hi of 8 W/m2-°Co
Figure 11 shows
that beyonda value of ho = 30 W/m2.°C,
little additional effect
is expectedand that in the rangefrom10 to 30 the majorqualitative effect is a shift in the temperature
profile, withthe profile
shape remainingunchanged.Figure 10 showsthat variations in
hi in the rangefrom6 to 9 also shift the profile but preservethe
profile similarity. Althoughthe simulationswereperformedwith
constantvalues ofho andhi (with respect to location), neither the
test conditionsnor the real-worldinstallation geometry(sash and
frame components,sills, recessed windows,etc.) is likely to
yield uniformfilm coefficients. This invariably will lead to
differences betweensimulations and measurements
(Sullivan et
al. 1996),the extent of whichcan only be determinedby the data
comparisonthat this research study set out to accomplish.
CONCLUSIONS
Although simulations of the top to bottom temperature
profiles for a few specific windowshave been reported in the
literature, this study represents the first attemptto performa
systematic variation of glazing properties on a set of glazing
units measuredand simulatedin a "blind" comparisontesL This
is an importantstudy for that reason°
Althoughone-dimensional analysis for the center-glass
region and two-dimensionalconductionanalysis for the edgeglass and frame regions have been common
practice for several
years, complete two-dimensionalsimulations had previously
been reported by only one or two researchers and then only for
a narrowrange of glazing properties and temperatureconditions.
The present study significantly extends the database of twodimensionalsimulationresults.
It is apparent that the simplified VISION4/FRAME
4.0
convectionanalysis is a valuable tool for estimating the indoor
surface temperatures near the bottom edge of an IGUwhere
condensationproblemsare most severe. In general, the minimumindoor glazing surface temperatures given by BRAVO
were reproduced by VISION4/FRAME
4.0 to within about 1 °C.
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with hofixed at 30 W/m2.°CIGU1 (BRAVO
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